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TEMA Vocabulary 

Contextualización  

Vocabulary exercises to help learn different types of jobs. 

1. Check your vocabulary: Write the correct job in the box below the picture. 

Receptionist           cleaner             shop assistant            nurse            doctor                  engineer 
 

office worker         teacher               hairdresser             lawyer                 police officer 
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Descripción de la actividad sugerida  

2. Check your vocabulary: gap fill 

Write the name of a job to complete the sentences. 

1. A _______________ and a _______________ work in a hospital or clinic and take care of you 

when you are ill. 

2. An _______________ designs and builds large buildings or bridges. 

3. A _______________ keeps an office, school or hotel clean and tidy. 

4. Someone who works in a school classroom and helps students is called a _______________. 

5. A person who works in a court and can help people on trial is called a _______________. 

6. Someone who cuts and styles your hair to make it look good is called a _______________. 

7. Someone who helps you in a shop when you want to buy something is called a _______________. 

8. A person who works to stop crime is a _______________. 

9. A _______________ works at the front desk of a building and welcomes visitors and answers the 

phone. 

10. An _______________ works for a company and usually uses a computer and phone. 
 

Jobs and occupations/ indefinite article a or an. 
 

1- Match the jobs on the left to their definition on the right. 

 

2- put the correct indefinite article (a or an) before each job or occupation 

 

3- Make 4 sentences. Talk about people you know or family or friends. 

 

4- Think of 4 more jobs or occupations. 

 
_____ Teacher   1) works in a hospital and treats patients. 
_____ actor   2) He/she works in a school and teaches students. 

_____ police officer            3) rescues people from burning buildings and helps put out fires. 
_____ accountant            4) works in hospital and helps doctors. 

_____ lawyer             5) a man who acts in a movie. 
_____ doctor            6) flies an airplane. 
_____ nurse             7) takes people's orders in a restaurant and serves them food. 

_____ pilot    8) works in a police station and maintains public security. 
_____ taxi driver   9) works in a bank and keeps records of money. 

_____ manager   10) answers phone calls and does office work for his/her boss. 
_____ chef    11) drives a taxi. 
_____ secretary  12) does the cooking in a restaurant or hotel. 

_____ firefighter   13) defends people's rights in court. 
_____ waiter             14) manages the affairs of a company or business. 

 

 



● Webgrafía/material fotocopiado (Anexo) 

https://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/vocabulary/beginner-vocabulary/jobs 

https://en.islcollective.com/download/english-esl-worksheets/grammar/articles/indefinite-article-jobs-

and-occupations 

 

 

Criterios de Evaluación  

 Identify new vocabulary 

 Use the correct form the article. 

 Understand descriptions of differents jobs. 
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